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Take a

stand

t Made from mango wood with a decorative
cement and brass panel, Atkin and Thyme’s
Toshi bedside table adds a touch of industrial
chic. Priced at £199, it has a large single drawer
and plenty of storage space on the open shelf
below. Matching pieces are also available.
020 3768 7775 or atkinandthyme.co.uk

When it comes to bedroom furniture,
you don’t need to compromise your
style for storage – these freestanding
pieces are prime examples

q There are some beautifully elegant pieces
in Feather & Black’s Trinity range of bedroom
furniture with its rose gold-tinted frames and
mirrored surfaces. Pictured here is the trio of
bedside table, £325, console table, £449, and
chest of drawers, £525.
01243 380600 or featherandblack.com

Words: Yvette Murrell

 Ercol’s Salina bedroom collection includes a range
of contemporary-style furniture made from ash with a
whitewash finish, including this dressing table, priced
£599, and matching stool, £199.
01844 271800 or ercol.com

t The Corinda wardrobe, made from strong corrugated
iron with a distressed finish, embodies the industrial-chic
trend. It has the option of a hanging rail and multiple shelves
inside, and is priced £1175 from Out There Interiors.
020 8099 7443 or outthereinteriors.com
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 Habitat’s Bumble white side table, £70, is a simple, modern piece. Here,
it is paired with a matching white and oak tall chest of drawers, £250. Also
shown is the Lucia yellow metal king-size bed, priced £425.
0344 499 4686 or habitat.co.uk

 Isao Hosoe and Lorenzo De Bartolomeis designed the glass Shoji wardrobe
for Tonelli. Featuring a full-length mirrored back panel and matching front sliding
door it can be placed on a fixed base or on castors for ease of movement. Shown
here with the optional walnut bench and drawers. Priced £2180 from Go Modern.
020 7731 9540 or gomodern.co.uk

 The Cairn bedside table from Made is conveniently made up of three
stackable storage trays in shades of grey (shown) or pink, priced £199.
0344 257 1888 or made.com
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q My Furniture’s latest collection has a distinct industrial style. Hardwearing
and highly practical, these pieces also feature adjustable feet, so you can create
a level surface on uneven floors. Pictured is the Qubix desk, £269.99, media
unit, £319.99, and side table, £109.99.
0800 092 1636 or my-furniture.com

 The Morten collection has been exclusively designed by John Jenkins for
Heal’s. It includes this wardrobe with sliding doors and inset handles, priced
£899, and a chest with soft-close drawers, priced £699.
0333 212 1915 or heals.com
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t The Neele chest of drawers from Myakka, with its
intricately patterned exterior, is made from mango wood
with bone inlay. Its four generously sized drawers are
painted a bright cobalt blue inside, which can be glimpsed
on the inside of its legs as well. Priced £979.
0345 460 3122 or myakka.co.uk

 Furniture with a built-in mirror is great when you’re
trying on clothes. This three-door wardrobe from Furniture
Village’s Eaton range, is priced £799. Here, the look
is completed with a wide chest of drawers, £499, and
bedside table, £249.
0800 804 8879 or furniturevillage.co.uk

 Stylish yet functional, the Woud Töjbox clothes rack
from Made by Michael is made from solid oak and easy
to assemble – simply slot the parts together and fix to the
wall. Priced £589 from Nest.
0114 243 3000 or nest.co.uk
t Go geometric with this retro-style Audrey chest of
drawers from West Elm. Measuring 122cm-high x 76cmwide x 43cm-deep, it has five drawers with textured fronts
in a smooth lacquered finish, complete with antique brassfinished metal handles and legs. Priced £999.
0800 404 9780 or westelm.co.uk
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t Prefer to keep your clothes on display? The
Hemnes open wardrobe measures an ample
197cm-high x 120cm-wide x 50cm-deep and
features a hanging rail with three boxed shelves
to store shoes or smaller items. Priced £150
from Ikea.
020 3645 0000 or ikea.com

p Mood Collections’ Newhaven bench can be
placed anywhere in the bedroom, be it at end
of the bed or under a window. Prices start from
£485, but expect to pay £686 for the bench
shown here – upholstered in Blush Floral Paula
velvet with legs painted in the Dove colourway.
moodcollections.co.uk
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